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COVID-19. Behind the Disease
Filippo Nativi

Filippo Nativi was born in Genova in 1963. He graduated in Medicine at the University of
Genova in 1988 and got a specialization in paediatrics in 1993.
He practiced occupational medicine between 1989 and 1991, community doctor from 1991 to
1995, doctor in charge at the Heath Care Management from 1995 to 2000, then community
doctor from 2000 to 2003.
From 2003 to 2013 he covered several positions in health care management and occupational
medicine. Since 2013 he has been practising medical planning and management of great
medical emergencies.

Since November 2019 the spread of the new coronavirus has impressively
affected not only the health of those who suffered from severe illness or eventually died but also the way of living of almost the entire planet.
It was since World War II than an event had a such global impact not only
on human population but on the Earth’s entire ecosystem.
Many catastrophes have been happened, some natural-borne (i.e. earthquakes, floods, famine) others directly or in-directly due to human’s activities
(i.e. Chernobyl, Fukushima, Bhopal, etc.) but it is the first time in seventy-five years that a tragedy affects the entire Globe.
Currently there are more than 34 million people who were or are affected
by SARS-CoV2 and more than 1.000.000 of those have passed away. Worldwide, over 7 million humans are currently positive to SARS-CoV2 test and
60.000 of them are in severe or critical conditions. We can barely imagine
how many families are presently facing the desperation of death, the suffering
of beloveds and the loss of the fundamental bases of their heritage.
Media have and currently are dedicating a huge coverage on human’s
affliction and even on the economic disaster brought by the “suspension” of
many activities, disaster that affects people like a social hurricane.
But an unacknowledged aspect of the SARS-CoV2 pandemic is the lingering sequels of the infection in those who survived to it.
Even if for many aspects the COVID-19 is an unknown disease which
pathogenesis is far to be discovered, it is sure that it affects not only the respiratory system but many different organs, systems and apparatuses.
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SARS-CoV2 in some way is able to generate a Disseminated Intravascular
Coagulation (DIC), spreading micro-clots all around the body which are responsible for ischemic damages to many critical organs such as brain, heart,
liver and kidneys.
More than 75% of the COVID-19 cases admitted in hospital suffered from
hearth damages varying from a complete failure (heart attack) to arrhythmias
and myocarditis. It is supposed that the significant increase of heart failure
– related deaths registered worldwide can be re-conducted to a concurring
misdiagnosed SARS-CoV2 infection.
Around of 30% of COVID-19 patients are or were suffering from kidney’s
damages and many of those who needed intubation also required dialysis.
Even the Central Nervous System is frequently hit by SARS-CoV2. Probably in multiple ways, (one of those is the aforementioned DIC but a direct
infection is also supposed), COVID-19’s patients developed dizziness, confusion, agitation and suffered from Guillame Barré syndrome and cerebral
strokes. People already affected by Parkinson and Alzheimer dramatically
worsened. People being affected by SARS-CoV2 frequently experienced the
so called “brain fog”, a type of cognitive dysfunction involving memory problems, lack of mental clarity, poor concentration and inability to focus. This
situation may last months and its origin is at the moment unknown.
Psychological disorders are recorded not only in COVID-19’s infection
survivors but even in their parents and relatives: Post Traumatic Stress Syndrome, depression and anxiety are the more frequent ones together with the
“chronic fatigue” that surely has a multi-causes origin.
Obviously, the first target of SARS-CoV2 – the respiratory system, is going
to suffer from severe damages: lungs are sometimes so physically devastated
having large scars were alveoli originally were that survivors’ lifestyle is going
to be perpetually limited and the life expectancy dramatically reduced.
Considering as around 20% of infected are going to be hospitalized, it is
not over pessimistic to imagine (as of today figures) almost 700.000 people
worldwide suffering from severe lingering sequels for the rest of their life.
But not all the COVID-19’s pandemic consequences are negative.
Finally, many people had the evidence that it is possible to mitigate human impact on nature.
Having the vehicular traffic quite stopped, many factories closed and having strongly reduced the extraction of many resources due to a dramatically
reduced request, suddenly people re-discovered sounds like bird singing and
whispering trees. But having the traffic plummeted, the reduction in traffic
incident produced an estimated saving of $40m (£32m; €37m) every day.
Based on those declines, Marshall Burke, an environmental economist
at Stanford University, predicted in a blog post that two months’ worth of
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improved air quality in China alone might save the lives of 4000 children
under the age of 5 and 73 000 adults over the age of 70 (a more conservative
calculation estimated about 50 000 saved lives).
Wild animals temporary re-appeared to sight, fish re-populated rivers and
even Venice’s channels seems to be filled in crystal – clear waters.
Omnivorous humans gained their supremacy over other beings thanks to
their terrific ability in adapting to extreme environments. This race-preserving ability will instinctively guide societies towards the most effective social
behaviour. Even if under the perpetual pressure of social media and economic – guided campaigns, people felt the painful touch of social distancing and
of losing the family references and roots of the elderly re-discovered social
conscience and cohesion to face the odds of misfortune. Being obliged to
leave their industrialized frenetic lives, the metropolitan-subhuman suddenly
remembered as it was life some decades ago and the green / blue movements
regained strengths and willness.
Despite some negationists and plot-searches, the majority of people re-discovered the importance of science and health, driving governments towards
big investment in health care, finally focusing on medical personnel also.
A renovated attention is now posed on education too: families were forced
to pay direct attention to their children education, finding as hard it is to
follow youngers into their studies and recognizing the crucial rule of schools
and others teaching institutes. Once recognized as a fundamental welfare
element, crucial to improve own social status, education has been shadowed
by easy-money-gaining new professions (i.e. influencer, Utubers and so on).
Obliged to stay with their children, parents got conscious of what the lack of
those underestimated professionalisms and social function may represent for
their beloved.
Also the shock given to the information network was beneficial: neglected
areas finally had the opportunity of being heard requesting infrastructures
and coverage.
Forced to follow stricter hygiene protocols, people unwittingly protected
themselves from not only SARS-CoV2 but from many other “aggressors” also:
pediatric institutes reported a sharp decline in hospital admissions due to respiratory illnesses, more people are also avoiding casual sex with new partners
limiting new cases of sexually transmitted infections HIV included.
Maybe, this horrific tragedy will generate something good not only for our
lives but especially for the next generations ones, the ones’ who are going to
bring these days in their souls, forever.
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